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Located on the stunning Mediterranean shores of southern Sardinia, just a quick one-hour flight
from Rome, Forte Village, is an oasis of luxury and a mecca for world-class experiences unlike
any other. Over the past 4 years this extraordinary Italian resort has invested about €60m in
new facilities, refurbishment and innovative services to keep its guests extremely happy. The

upcoming 2019 season underscores the resorts’ star power acclaim with two more luxurious villas,
an extensive refurbishment program for the Hotel Castello executive rooms and some suites, new
one-of-a-kind restaurants, new swimming pools and these are just some of the reasons to go and
visit Forte Village this year!
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NEW STUNNINGLY-DESIGNED LUXURY VILLAS
Set in a 50 hectares lush gardens, the resort is
home to a variety of accommodations including a
selection of luxury villas: top of the range residences
from two to four bedrooms, each with a private
garden and swimming pool, perfect for those who
require the utmost privacy with the benefit of being
able to access all the resort’s services on their

doorstep. Different solutions to meet the highest

own

expectations, for a holiday that lets you feel “at

and butler service. The elegant Villa Ambra will have

home”, and pampered by a thousand small details

a first-floor terrace extension to accommodate its

with butler service available 24 hours a day..

third bedroom. Two projects studied in detail by

Two luxurious new, stunningly-designed private

a Sardinian architectural firm, who privileged the

villas are going to make their debut this season

use of natural materials and architectural details

and will bring the total number to 13. Offering

and interior design that recall tradition and the

gorgeous views, a lush private garden with their

territory’s distinctive features.

swimming

pool, relaxing

lounge

areas,
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EXCLUSIVE SUITES AND ELEGANT FIVE STAR HOTELS

floors of Hotel Il Castello, including the Royal Suite on

At Forte Village, you find places that seem to belong

the top floor accessible via a lift.

to your most delightful dreams. Take Le Dune, the

Nestled in the resort’s centuries-old pine groves, Hotel

resort’s emerald green pathways lead to a group of

Pineta is the ideal location to escape from the hustle

elegant and exclusive bungalows and suites with first-

and bustle of daily life and surround yourself with the

class personal service and an enviable position as

utmost peace and privacy. Refurbished very recently,

close as you could wish to the resort’s beautiful white

the 5 star hotel, which blends perfectly with the

sandy beach. New for 2019, the spectacular Infinity

seductive mood of its gardens, will be enriched with a

swimming pool on the roof of the Forte Bay terrace

lagoon-style pool . It will look like an oasis in the oasis.

will provide magnificent views over the unforgettable

The intimate Villa del Parco is a member of Leading

blue waters of the Mediterranean Sea lapping the

Hotels of the World. Located in a beautiful corner of

shore of south Sardinia.

the Forte Village grounds the hotel is just a stone’s

Hotel Castello is another beachfront masterpiece,

throw from the enchanting Acquaforte Thalasso &

an oasis of luxury, elegance and exclusive service

Spa, with its state-of-the-art beauty and medical

just steps away from one of the most stunning

treatments and unique thalassotherapy circuit, Villa

beaches in Sardinia. While the hotel was completely

del Parco is the place to be in winter too for the most

refurbished in 2016, for the upcoming season all the

exclusive wellness.

sea view Executive Mare rooms will undergo a further
soft refurbishment featuring a fresh and luminous

A PRIVATE SPA FOR ULTIMATE SECLUSION

Mediterranean style and colorful Sardinian crafts. Also

The power to continue to amaze its guests is one

some suites on the exclusive 4th and 5th Executive

of the secrets of Forte Village who invites them to
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detoxify, to relax and restore in the new private

ideal retreat for couples or a small group of up to

Spa available for exclusive use since last May. This

ten people.

singular amenity adds a new level of exclusivity

Set in a lush garden, complete privacy is guaranteed

and discretion to the resort which is renowned for

with its own separate entrance, reception and

its wellness offerings and Thalasso therapy program.

changing rooms. Adjacent to the resort’s main

Guests can relax and detox in the seclusion of their

Acquaforte Spa, guests can also indulge in its

own 300 sq.m. spa with three thalasso pools with

larger thalasso circuit, mud therapy center, gym,

the prodigious virtues of seawater, sauna, Hamman

and specialized spa and state-of-the-art medical

and solarium.

This new facility also features a

and beauty treatments customized to each guest,

double massage area, sensory shower and freshly

including the new Aesthetic Medicine Center

prepared light food service on request and is an

overseen by Doctor Regina Fortunato.
The combination between the latest technology and
the highly qualified medical team enables the
new Aesthetic Medicine Center to offer a wide
range of non-invasive treatments both for the face
and for the body, such as radiofrequency, peeling
and fillers, sculpsure and carboxytherapy, even in
summer time. These treatments grant outstanding
results like rejuvenation of cutaneous tissues, body
sculpting with the subsequent reduction of the
extra adipose, toning, reduction of the damages
caused by the sun.

Pisani, chefs of Il Luogo di Aimo and Nadia, 2 Michelin
stars restaurant in Milan and a Relais & Chateaux
member and Chef Massimiliano Mascia who arrives
at Forte Village again with the Terrazza San Domenico
from the San Domenico restaurant in Imola, two
Michelin Stars since 1977.
Under the most beautiful Mediterranean sky, in the
wonderful scenery of Forte Bay, between July and
August, there is a constellation of stars and top
performers of Italian and international cuisine. With

CULINARY EXPLORATIONS
With 21 restaurants in high season and 100 chefs,
Forte Village offers an unrivalled gastronomic journey
of scents and flavours. The resort has an ensemble

whom to share the privilege of an unforgettable dinner
tasting signature dishes that can narrate territories,
passions, styles and characters of those who knew
how to transform a life in the kitchen into sublime art.

of culinary stars who make each dish a real sensory

Here is some of the Michelin Starred Chefs who

experience whether it is served in a restaurant or

hosted the Celebrity Chef Nights in 2018: Heinz Beck,

during one of the popular Celebrity Chef Nights where

Giuseppe Mancino, Franck Reynaud, Alfio Ghezzi,

visiting Michelin starred chefs host gourmet evenings

Fabio Ciervo, Andrea Berton, Sylvestre Wahid, Alfons

of their particular style of cuisine.

Schuhbeck, Theodor Falser. But tradition has it that

Rocco

Iannone, Massimiliano

Mascia, Antonello

the guests of Forte Village every year are pleasantly

Arrus and Gianluca Fusto sign the masterpieces that

surprised by a series of innovations that also follow the

have made Forte Village an exceptional gourmet

latest trends with regard to catering so some new

destination. They are joined by Carlo Cracco for the

Michelin Starred Chefs and new ethnic restaurants

entire month of August, Alessandro Negrini & Fabio

will be soon unveiled.
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A HIGH FASHION SHOPPING IN THE NEW PIAZZETTA

new Piazzetta, with a semi covered area which will

The Forte Village is also synonymous with high

recll Via della Spiga fashion district in Milan.

fashion. During their vacation at the best resort in
the world, guests are able to shop at the wide range

THE WORLD’S LEADING RESORT

of luxury boutiques offering the foremost Italian and

The extraordinary uniqueness of the Forte Village

international designer labels in Piazza Luisa and the

has just been reconfirmed for the twenty-first

consecutive time with the award of the prestigious
title “World’s Leading Resort 2018”. At the World
Travel Awards ceremony, the resort was also
awarded

with

two

additional

coveted

titles:

“World’s Leading Luxury Family Resort 2018” and
“World’s Leading Sports Academy 2018.”, a very
important prize for the endless facilities
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